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ANJET 
The ExecuCard™ Suite 

Forget about obtaining quotes for private charter one at a time.  We all know how time-consuming it is 

to make reservations and travel arrangements when heading out for your next out-of-town business 

meeting or leisure trip.  For high-flying business executives, the ANJET ExecuCard™ suite keeps busy 

professionals on-the-go, leaving the tracking of flight itineraries with ANJET.   

 As one of the simplest card programs available, The ExecuCards™ work similar to a debit card, where 

individuals make one lump sum payment from which they deduct costs associated with flight itineraries.   

There are no service fees, no processing fees – hidden or otherwise - and cards are completely 

transferable with an e-mail or telephone verification.* Card holders are able to “draw” from their card 

balances and have access to thousands of aircraft worldwide.  So instead of being consumed with 

paperwork, our efforts are focused on finding the best aircraft for our clients. 

 ANJET offers the following four levels of participation.  The decision will be left up to clients based upon 

their comfort level and travel needs.  

Level One - ANJET Diamond™ - $100,000 

Level Two - ANJET Double Diamond™ - $250,000 

Level Three - ANJET Triple Diamond™ - $500,000 

Level Four - ANJET ExecuCard™ - $1,000,000 

Please note that the value of each card is based solely upon the dollar amount, without restricting 

clients to a limited selection of aircraft.  This allows ANJET to book all different types of aircraft based on 

a client’s specific needs for each trip until the total amount of the card value is exhausted.   Clients get 

more value out of their cards by not wasting flight hours – as is the case when they are restricted to a 

specific aircraft – and they are able to fly on the exact type of aircraft they want and need.  When a 

client’s ExecuCard™ reaches a zero balance, the client will be required to either make an additional 

deposit or post a credit card prior to booking. 

 

All aircraft are subject to availability.  Though ANJET will make every effort to fulfill each trip request, 

ExecuCard™ clients understand that flexibility on both sides may be necessary in certain situations.  

Please inquire with your representative for additional information. 

*The only fees individuals may be responsible for could be fees charged by their financial institution (these may be waived 

depending upon the relationship with your financial institution). 
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